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Eventually, you will very discover a new experience and expertise by spending more cash. yet when? accomplish you say you will that you
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1 Mary Connealy below.

Ten Texas Babies Jan 31 2020 When ten Texas babies mosey into town in this counting book, they find all types of mischief in the Lone Star
State.
Toughest Cowboy in Texas Nov 03 2022 New York Times and USA Today bestselling author Carolyn Brown begins an all-new series of
rugged cowboys.
Hidden Jan 25 2022 An ambitious female reporter tracks a deadly threat in Austin, Texas, in the newest riveting thriller by New York Times
bestselling author Laura Griffin. When a woman is found brutally murdered on Austin’s lakeside hike-and-bike trail, investigative reporter
Bailey Rhoads turns up on the scene demanding access and answers. She tries to pry information out of the lead detective, Jacob Merritt. But
this case is unlike any he’s ever seen, and nothing adds up. With the pressure building, Jacob knows the last thing he needs is a romantic
entanglement, but he can’t convince himself to stay away from Bailey. Bailey has a hunch that the victim wasn’t who she claimed to be and
believes this mugging-turned-murder could have been a targeted hit. When she digs deeper, the trail leads her to a high-tech fortress on the
outskirts of Austin, where researchers are pushing the boundaries of a cutting-edge technology that could be deadly in the wrong hands. As a
ruthless hit man’s mission becomes clear, Bailey and Jacob join together in a desperate search to locate the next target before the clock ticks
down in this lethal game of hide-and-seek.
Forget the Alamo Jan 01 2020 A New York Times bestseller! “Lively and absorbing. . ." — The New York Times Book Review
"Engrossing." —Wall Street Journal “Entertaining and well-researched . . . ” —Houston Chronicle Three noted Texan writers combine forces
to tell the real story of the Alamo, dispelling the myths, exploring why they had their day for so long, and explaining why the ugly fight about
its meaning is now coming to a head. Every nation needs its creation myth, and since Texas was a nation before it was a state, it's no surprise
that its myths bite deep. There's no piece of history more important to Texans than the Battle of the Alamo, when Davy Crockett and a band of
rebels went down in a blaze of glory fighting for independence from Mexico, losing the battle but setting Texas up to win the war. However,
that version of events, as Forget the Alamo definitively shows, owes more to fantasy than reality. Just as the site of the Alamo was left in ruins
for decades, its story was forgotten and twisted over time, with the contributions of Tejanos--Texans of Mexican origin, who fought alongside
the Anglo rebels--scrubbed from the record, and the origin of the conflict over Mexico's push to abolish slavery papered over. Forget the
Alamo provocatively explains the true story of the battle against the backdrop of Texas's struggle for independence, then shows how the
sausage of myth got made in the Jim Crow South of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. As uncomfortable as it may be to hear for
some, celebrating the Alamo has long had an echo of celebrating whiteness. In the past forty-some years, waves of revisionists have come at
this topic, and at times have made real progress toward a more nuanced and inclusive story that doesn't alienate anyone. But we are not living
in one of those times; the fight over the Alamo's meaning has become more pitched than ever in the past few years, even violent, as Texas's
future begins to look more and more different from its past. It's the perfect time for a wise and generous-spirited book that shines the bright
light of the truth into a place that's gotten awfully dark.
Rules of Protection Apr 27 2022 It's rule breaker Emily Foster's birthday, and like everyone at The Jungle Room, she just wants to get some
action. Unfortunately, she stumbles on the wrong kind, witnessing a mob hit. To protect her, she's entered into the Witness Protection Program
with by-the-book Special Agent Jake Ward as her chaperone. When the location of their safe house is compromised, Jake stashes Emily deep
in the Texas backwoods. The city-girl might be safe from the Mafia, but she has to contend with a psychotic rooster, a narcoleptic dog, crazy
cowboys, and the danger of losing her heart to the one man she can't have. Jake's as hot as he is infuriating, and she can't help but push all his
buttons to loosen him up. Their mutual, sizzling sexual attraction poses a dilemma: Jake's determined to keep her safe and out of the wrong
hands; she's determined to get into the right ones—his. Each book in the Tangled in Texas series is a standalone, full-length story that can be
enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1 Rules of Protection Book #2 Playing With Fire Book #3 Law of Attraction
That Texas Blood, Volume 1 Oct 29 2019 After an explosive confrontation over a casseroledish, Joe Bob Coates begins to question his
effectiveness as Sheriff of AmbroseCounty, Texas. Matters only get worse as Los Angeles-based writer Randy Terrillreturns home following
the sudden and mysterious death of his brother, causing aspiral down into a past filled with treachery and blood. Collects THAT TEXAS
BLOOD#1-6
Home Forever Nov 10 2020 After living half of her life on the run from a monster, Carlie Jenkins makes her way back to find peace in the
Texas town where she spent the happiest years of her life. With the help of her best friend, Carlie settles in and begins working to rebuild the
relationships that she had in Rojo before the night she had to leave it all behind. Sam Duke learned to live without Carlie, and now that she's

back he will do anything to keep her. With the help of his family and his club he works to keep her safe and home forever.
Baby Stetson Mar 27 2022 In small Texas towns, strangers come and go...Left in a Stetson hat on the steps of the local bed and breakfast,
Avery Callimer came into the world on a wing and a prayer. Raised by loving adoptive parents, she's never lacked for love ... only the
knowledge of her past.By day she works at the inn, but by night ... Avery comes alive as the lead singer in a band. Life was good ... stable,
until new guests blew into town.Some strangers come with secrets and lies.Lucas Bennett is one such stranger. Drifting from one mess to
another has left him jaded. Doesn't matter the dramas are never his doing. Giving it one last shot to make a fresh start lands him Harmony's
Echo, Texas and smack dab in front of the tantalizing Avery.Every time they're near each other, things heat up like a brushfire on a dry Texas
prairie.He's intent to keep his distance, but finds it difficult to ignore the burn Avery's ignited within. Secrets have followed him. Secrets he
doesn't want Avery to know.Maybe, after the dust settles and the smoke clears, love can bloom with a fresh star
History of Texas: Fort Worth and the Texas Northwest, Vol. 1 May 05 2020 Capt. B. B. Paddock was one of the most prolific authors on Texas
history. His writings are probably the most complete and best balanced ones. This book covers the history of the Texas Northwest and
especially the history of the Fort Worth Region. This is volume one out of two.
Lost in Texas Jun 29 2022 The cowboy refusing to mourn. The city girl in a strange predicament. The scoundrel that thinks fiancés come with
a price tag. Never, ever date a client. That’s what I keep telling myself. Until Terence Daniels walks into my office. Fine. I caved. Biggest
mistake of my life. Next thing I know I’m fleeing Louisiana, hunkering down with my best friend in Dallas. I’m starving, terrified, so
confused, and I’m thinking…things just cannot get any worse. Until Kate’s car breaks down outside this bar that looks like their patrons kill
women with sticks. We have no choice but to go inside. What I find in there is nothing that I would expect. What unfolds in the coming weeks
are more mistakes. Better ones. And then one that I’ll forever call my favorite mistake. After the day I’ve had, I’d sooner eat my boot than
cook something. My brother Zack agrees, so we go to this hillbilly bar, where we keep a tab. One cranky woman and her sidekick show up,
looking like lawyers among us cowboys, and we ask if we can help. The cranky one thinks we’re trying to steal her car, but the other one
softens. All is fine and dandy until she hits us with something that would shock a groundhog back into his burrow until hell freezes over. The
look in her eyes is what gets me. Fear. I can’t stand that in a woman. Especially this one, with the tough exterior, making out like she’s fine
when inside she’s a crumbling mess. Never figured she’d turn things around like she does. Never figured I’d be the one to help her put it all
back together. Never figured she’d see right through me yet show me the way in a way that nobody else has. …and for the life of me, I never
figured that she’d inadvertently bring so much danger to the ranch. HEA (Happily Ever After) Ranch romance Cowboy romance Medium heat
Course language Cliffhanger ending
To Love a Texas Ranger Jun 25 2019 "Linda Broday's heroes step right out of her books and into your heart." —JODI THOMAS, New York
Times bestselling author Three Brothers. One Oath. No Compromises. The MEN of LEGEND The Texas Ranger Gravely injured on the trail
of a notorious criminal, Texas Ranger Sam Legend boards a train bound for his family ranch to recuperate...only to find himself locked in
battle to save a desperate woman on the run. Determined to rescue the beautiful Sierra, Sam recruits an unlikely ally. But can he trust the
mysterious gunslinger to fight at his side? Sam is shocked to discover his new ally is not only an outlaw, but his half-brother. Torn between
loyalty to his job and love of his family, Sam goes reeling straight into Sierra's arms. Yet just as the walls around his battered heart begin to
crumble, Sierra is stolen away. Sam will risk anything to save her—his life, his badge, his very soul—knowing that some bonds are stronger
than the law...and some legends were born to be told. Men of Legend: To Love a Texas Ranger The Heart of a Texas Cowboy To Marry a
Texas Outlaw Praise for Forever His Texas Bride: "Broday's Westerns always captivate." —RT Book Reviews, 4 Stars "One of the best
historical western authors." —Fresh Fiction "Poignant, dramatic and packed with action and mystery." —Addicted to Romance
Printing Arts in Texas Nov 30 2019
Texas Monthly Jul 07 2020 Since 1973, TEXAS MONTHLY has chronicled life in contemporary Texas, reporting on vital issues such as
politics, the environment, industry, and education. As a leisure guide, TEXAS MONTHLY continues to be the indispensable authority on the
Texas scene, covering music, the arts, travel, restaurants, museums, and cultural events with its insightful recommendations.
The Great Book of Texas Oct 22 2021 Are you looking to learn more about Texas? Sure, you've heard about the Alamo and JFK's
assassination in history class, but there's so much about the Lone Star State that even natives don't know about. In this trivia book, you'll
journey through Texas's history, pop culture, sports, folklore, and so much more!In The Great Book of Texas, some of the things you will
learn include:- Which Texas hero isn't even from Texas?- Why is Texas called the Lone Star State?- Which hotel in Austin is one of the most
haunted hotels in the United States?- Where was Bonnie and Clyde's hideout located?- Which Tejano musician is buried in Corpus Christi?What unsolved mysteries happened in the state?- Which Texas-born celebrity was voted "Most Handsome" in high school?- Which popular
TV show star just opened a brewery in Austin?Whether you consider yourself a Texas pro or you know absolutely nothing about the state,
you'll learn something new as you discover more about the state's past, present, and future. Find out about things that weren't mentioned in
your history book. In fact, you might even be able to impress your history teacher with your newfound knowledge once you've finished
reading! So, what are you waiting for? Dive in now to learn all there is to know about the Lone Star State!
Death & Texas May 17 2021 WELCOME TO JOHNSTONE COUNTRY. WATCH YOUR BACK. From the bestselling chroniclers of the
American West comes a brand new series of gun-blazing adventures that could only happen in Texas. Meet Cullen McCabe, a Lone Star
sheriff who learned—the hard way—that there are two sure things in life . . . DEATH & TEXAS The great state of Texas is a land of
opportunity. For outlaws. And horse thieves. And cattle rustlers. Not to mention bank robbers, train robbers, and anything-that-ain’t-naileddown robbers. The state’s governor, Richard B. Hubbard, is at the end of his rope. He wants to clean up Texas once and for all—and he’s
desperate enough to try something crazy: hire a man who can do what the Texas Rangers can’t. A man not tied down by a wife or children. Or
rules. Who’s not afraid to go outside the law. Who will protect the good people of Texas at any cost—and put the blast on anyone who gets in
his way. . . . He needs a man like Cullen McCabe, a small town sheriff. First in the explosive Death & Texas series! Live Free. Read Hard.
The Desires of Her Heart Dec 12 2020 A New Orleans lady and a half-breed frontiersman become unlikely allies as they travel the wilds of
texas. In 1821, when circumstances make it impossible for her to remain in New Orleans, Dorritt and her family head west to join Stephen
Austin's settlement and recoup their fortune in Texas. Quinn is a man of the frontier who has made a name for himself as a peerless scout. But
as he and Dorritt's party begin a grueling trek across untamed Texas, the success of their journey is in grave doubt. Mexico has broken with the
Spanish Crown, and armies from both countries—plus marauding Comanches—roam the pine forests and prairies. And one of the party is
plotting destruction. Now, with their lives joined in a virgin land fraught with peril, can Dorritt and Quinn put all their trust in God and receive
the desires of their hearts?
Texas Rebels: Egan Jun 17 2021 Heart of a Hero Big-city art instructor Rachel Hollister isn't back home in Horseshoe, Texas, for more than a
few hours before she's lost and stranded in the woods surrounding Rebel Ranch. But Rachel's bad luck takes a sudden turn for the better when
a ruggedly handsome cowboy manages to save her life, not just once, but twice, in the same day. Rancher Egan Rebel can't resist helping
someone in need, even an enemy—or the daughter of one. It was Rachel's father who unjustly sentenced Egan to prison years ago. As attracted

as he is to Rachel and her bright, creative energy, Egan can't forgive the man who stole his freedom. Can Egan let go of the past, or will he
turn his back on the only woman he's ever loved?
The Hero Oct 10 2020 The first book in New York Times bestselling author, Donna Grant’s sexy Sons of Texas series! When his aunt and
uncle are murdered, his father is kidnapped by a dangerous Russian faction and his high school sweetheart’s life is on the line, Navy SEAL
Owen Loughman will stop at nothing to keep her safe. The hero's homecoming. Owen Loughman is a highly-decorated Navy SEAL who has a
thirst for action. But there’s one thing he hasn’t been able to forget: his high school sweetheart, Natalie. After more than a decade away, Owen
races home when danger threatens everything he holds dear. What he doesn’t expect is to come face-to-face with Natalie again. Now he’ll risk
it all to keep Natalie from harm—and win her heart. Natalie Dixon has had a lifetime of heartache since Owen was deployed. Fourteen years
and one bad marriage later, she finds herself mixed up with the Loughmans again. With her life on the line against an enemy she can’t fight
alone, it’s Owen’s strong shoulders, smoldering eyes, and sensuous smile that she turns to. When danger closes in, how much will she risk to
stay with the only man she’s ever loved. Publisher’s Weekly (starred review) declared, “This first-class thrill ride will leave readers wanting
more.” The Hero is romantic suspense at its sexy, thrilling finest. Don’t miss the other novels in this series: Book #2: The Protector Book #3:
The Legend
Texas Rich Apr 03 2020 The extraordinary novel that introduces the unforgettable Coleman family—and the brilliant heroine who began a
powerful American dynasty Young Billie Ames naively fell for the exciting pilot Moss Coleman at the Philadelphia Navy Yard during World
War II. Within a few months she was pregnant, married, and traveling across the country to Austin . . . to the 250,000-acre spread known as
Sunbridge and into the tantalizing world of the Texas rich. In a vast land dominated by the industrious Colemans, Billie fights to maintain
control of her life and her marriage. This is the captivating story of four generations. There’s Moss, living in the shadow of a father whose
obsession with power overshadows the needs of his only son; Jessica, the doomed mother who gave up everything to become the perfect
Coleman wife; Moss and Billie’s children, desperately trying to live up to insurmountable expectations; and the grandchildren, heirs to a
tarnished empire who just might fulfill their dreams. Most of all this is the triumphant story of Billie Ames Coleman, a woman of courage and
strength who holds them all together—in a tale as magnificent as the land that inspired it.
Texas Rich Oct 02 2022 Traces the passions and privileges of four generations of Colemans--a powerful clan that owns the Texas aerospace
industry and controls the lives of all who encounter their obsessive dynasty.
The Heart of Texas Sep 20 2021 Riley Hayes, the playboy of the Hayes family, is a young man who seems to have it all: money, a career he
loves, and his pick of beautiful women. His father, CEO of HayesOil, passes control of the corporation to his two sons; but a stipulation is
attached to Riley's portion. Concerned about Riley's lack of maturity, his father requires that Riley 'marry and stay married for one year to
someone he loves'. Angered by the requirement, Riley seeks a means of bypassing his father's stipulation. Blackmailing Jack Campbell into
marrying him ""for love"" suits Riley's purpose. There is no mention in his father's documents that the marriage had to be with a woman and
Jack Campbell is the son of Riley Senior's arch-rival. Win-win. Riley marries Jack and abruptly his entire world is turned inside out. Riley
hadn't counted on the fact that Jack Campbell, quiet and unassuming rancher, is a force of nature in his own right. This is a story of murder,
deceit, the struggle for power, lust and love, the sprawling life of a rancher and the whirlwind existence of a playboy. But under and through it
all, as Riley learns over the months, this is a tale about family and everything that that word means.
Hurricane Heroes in Texas Jun 05 2020 From the #1 bestselling chapter book series of all time . . . Jack and Annie are caught out in the rain
in the most dangerous Magic Tree House mission yet! Jack and Annie are on a mission! When the magic tree house whisks them back to
Galveston, Texas, in 1900, they find out that a big storm is coming. But even though there is rain and wind, no one believes there is any
danger. As the storm grows, seawater floods the city. Now everyone needs help! Jack and Annie have a little bit of magic and a lot of hope-but will it be enough? Did you know that there's a Magic Tree House book for every kid? Magic Tree House: Perfect for readers who are just
beginning chapter books Merlin Missions: More challenging adventures for the experienced reader Fact Trackers: Nonfiction companions to
your favorite Magic Tree House adventures If you're looking for Merlin Mission #30: Haunted Castle on Hallow's Eve, it was renumbered as
part of the rebrand in 2017 as Merlin Mission #2.
Welcome to California: A Little Engine That Could Road Trip Dec 24 2021 The Little Engine That Could is on the move and visiting all fifty
states! Follow along as our favorite little blue train road-trips across the United States of America to lend a helping hand. Choo-choo! The
Little Engine That Could is road-tripping through all fifty states and helping out along the way. Next stop: California! Explore the Golden
State with the blue train as she winds her way down the coast. Look over the foggy Golden Gate Bridge, track your way through the crashing
waterfalls of Yosemite, and walk in the footsteps of the stars in Hollywood! A Little Engine Road Trip is a collectible series of board books
starring The Little Engine That Could, celebrating each state's landmarks, people, and culture. And with fun facts on every page, young
readers will learn new things about our country's most-visited locations.
Ranger Protection Mar 03 2020
History of Texas 1685 - 1846, Volume 1 Sep 08 2020 This is a valuable contribution to general history, and especially to the history of the
Uniteed States. The past of Texas is here brought down and covers a period of 161 years—the greatest prominence being given to the first half
of the 19th century. Several familiar names figure in the work, respecting whom, in connection with Texas, the reader will naturally desire to
learn what is here told. This is one of the most authentic and valuable books, in connection with the general affairs of Texas, that can be found;
in which nothing is stated upon individual responsibility—everything in it is sustained by the official documents. This is volume one out of
two.
The Sinful 7 of Delite, Texas Collection, Volume 1 [Box Set] Aug 27 2019 In Her Double Delight, seven single, Southern women, all friends,
all with troubled pasts, begin a new life in Delite, Texas, running a club and dance hall called Dixie Chix. Susanna is in charge. Her four
friends help around their club, but she's waiting for her two cousins to arrive. They're on the run, and trouble's coming. In Double Inferno,
Paula fears dominant men after surviving an abusive relationship. Rumor has it that Matt and Tyler are Doms and they demand control and
submission. In a trial run, they expose the prospects for such a relationship, and she's interested. Too bad someone is stalking her and about to
claim Paula as their own. In Her Double Delite Warriors, Alexa hides in the shadows at Dixie Chix and fantasizes about Michael and Chad.
The fears from her past rule her actions, and it's easier to remain hidden than to stand out. When Michael and Chad take notice of her, she runs
like hell. But Michael and Chad are soldiers, and Alexa is one woman they want to infiltrate. ** A Siren Erotic RomanceDixie Lynn Dwyer is
a Siren-exclusive author.
Midnight Crossroad Sep 01 2022 Take a trip to the small Texas town where only outsiders fit in with the first novel in #1 New York Times
bestselling author Charlaine Harris’ paranormal mystery series. Welcome to Midnight, Texas, a town with many boarded-up windows and few
full-time inhabitants, located at the crossing of Witch Light Road and the Davy highway. It’s a pretty standard dried-up western town. There’s
a pawnshop with three residents. One is seen only at night. There’s a diner, but people stopping there tend not to linger. There’s a newcomer,
Manfred Bernardo, who just wants to work hard and blend in. But Manfred has secrets of his own...

Race and Class in Texas Politics Nov 22 2021 The author brings mature understanding to the socio-economic factors that underlie the
bewildering tangle of Texas politics.
Texas Destiny Feb 11 2021 He’s fallen for a woman . . . Anxious to meet her soon-to-be husband, Dallas Leigh, for the first time, mail-order
bride Amelia Carson is en route to Fort Worth, Texas. When she steps off the train and locks eyes with her betrothed, she immediately feels
drawn to him. But the cowboy standing before her isn’t Dallas. Instead, Dallas’s brother Houston has been sent to accompany her on the threeweek journey to the ranch where she’ll begin her new life. Who belongs to another . . . The war Houston Leigh fought has left him with visible
scars, a daily reminder of his cowardice on the battlefield. Denying his intense attraction to Amelia, he is determined to deliver her untouched,
as promised. But during their long dangerous trip, he can’t help but admire her inner strength and fearlessness. And when she looks at him—as
if she can see beyond his scarred face and read his innermost thoughts—he loses his heart to her. Now as they near the ranch, Houston must
choose to remain loyal to his brother—or find the courage to fight for the woman he’s convinced is his destiny . . .
Saving Texas Jul 27 2019 "Annie Price is a reporter stuck in a dead-end job at a dying Houston newspaper. When she decides to profile an
ambitious West Texas politician, it's as much out of boredom as ambition. But that one story sucks Annie into a web of intrigue and danger:
Murder, fraud and the secessionist movement that are as big and bizarre as Texas itself. Veteran journalist Nancy Stancill has produced a
chilling, fast-paced and powerful mystery in Saving Texas"--Page 4 of cover.
Don't Mess With Texas May 29 2022 Anders Justin Taylor III-yeah, that name was a lot to live up to especially when you grew up on the
wrong side of the tracks. Anders fought like hell to become something new-someone new and he'd done a damn good job of it. He was an FBI
agent with his own kick-ass team. He fought for people who couldn't fight for themselves but that didn't leave time for much of a love life-or
any love life for that matter. When his best friend, Whiskey, insisted that he go on a blind date, Anders had no good reason to tell him no.
Being set up with his high school crush was a low blow, even for Whiskey, but damn, Texas Holloway was still his walking wet dream.
Running into her past at the local grocery store was just her bad luck. But when Whiskey and his hot new wife insisted that Texas let them set
her up on a blind date, she couldn't come up with a reason to say no. And why would she want to, really? They wanted to set her up with
Anders Taylor from high school and God, she had such a crush on him back in the day. Going on a blind date with Anders would be a dream
come true and she wouldn't say no to her shot with him. No-she'd go to dinner with Anders and hopefully, Texas would be able to convince
him to have breakfast with her too.Don't Mess With Texas is the first book of the Lone Star Rangers series by K.L. Ramsey. This series is a
spin-off from Whiskey Tango (Royal Bastards MC Book 2).
A Match Made in Texas Jul 31 2022 There's a secret matchmaker at work in frontier Texas! In the small town of Dry Gulch, Texas, a goodhearted busybody just can't keep herself from surreptitiously trying to match up women in dire straits with men of good character she hopes
can help them. How is she to know she's also giving each couple a little nudge toward love? A Cowboy Unmatched Neill isn't sure who hired
him to repair Clara's roof--he only knows Clara desperately needs his help. Can he convince this stubborn widow to let down her guard and
take another chance on love? An Unforeseen Match Hoping to earn an honest wage on his way to the land rush, Clayton ends up on Grace's
doorstep, lured by a classified ad. He may have signed on for more than he expected though--and he may have found the one woman who can
keep him from moving on. No Match for Love Andrew can't fathom how refined Lucy ended up as the caretaker to his dotty aunt, and
somehow her arrival has prompted even more bizarre occurrences around the ranch. When they join forces to unearth the truth, will the
attraction between Andrew and Lucy develop into more? Meeting Her Match When the tables are turned and a tenderhearted meddler becomes
the beneficiary of a matchmaking scheme, her world is turned upside down. As her entire life changes, will she finally be able to tell the
banker's son how much she cares for him?
Reckless in Texas Aug 08 2020 "Dell takes you on a fun, wild ride!" —B.J. DANIELS, New York Times Bestselling Author Rough and
tumble, cocky and charming, Joe's everything a rodeo superstar should be... And he's way out of Violet's league. Violet Jacobs is fearless. At
least, that's what the cowboys she snatches from under the hooves of bucking horses think. Outside the ring, she's got plenty of worries rattling
her bones: her young son, her mess of a love life, and lately, her family's struggling rodeo. When she takes business into her own hands and
hires on a hotshot bullfighter, she expects to start a ruckus. She never expected Joe Cassidy. Joe came to Texas to escape a life spiraling out of
control. He never planned on sticking around, and he certainly never expected to call this dry and dusty backwater home. But Violet is
everything he never knew he was missing, and the deeper he's pulled into her beautiful mess of a family, the more he realizes this fierce rodeo
girl may be offering him the one thing he never could find on his own. Texas Rodeo Series: Reckless in Texas (Book 1) Tangled in Texas
(Book 2) Tougher in Texas (Book 3) Fearless in Texas (Book 4) Mistletoe in Texas (Book 5) What People Are Saying about the Texas Rodeo
series: "Look out, world! There's a new cowboy in town." —CAROLYN BROWN, New York Times Bestselling Author "An extraordinarily
gifted writer."—KAREN TEMPLETON, author of Wed in the West series "Real Ranches. Real Rodeo. Real Romance."—LAURA DRAKE,
author of Sweet on a Cowboy series "A sexy, engaging romance set in the captivating world of rodeo."—Kirkus "Illuminating...a standout in
western romance."—Publishers Weekly
Ghost Stories of Old Texas Apr 15 2021 Texas is a land of legends and folktales. Some of them are based on characters like Pecos Bill,
Bigfoot Wallace, and Davy Crockett - loud, outgoing, bigger-than-life "daytime" kinds of people. Others concern themselves with mysterious,
shadowy things: giant, footless birds, river spirits, and phantom lights. These ghost stories are told in whispers. Perhaps to make children
behave or adults change their way of living and have become interwoven with the real-life historical happenings and characters of Texas to the
point of doubt in some instances as to what is real and what is the child of overactive imaginations. As is the case with all folklore, they are
told in many different versions. These have be-come a part of the heritage of Texas folklore.
Tangled Up in Texas Jul 19 2021 Their past never faded—and neither did their passion. Between running his family ranch and dealing with
far too many needy relatives, Shaw Jameson doesn’t have time for more trouble. But when his first love, former-child-star-turnedbusinesswoman Sunny Dalton, returns to Lone Star Ridge, Shaw senses things are about to get a whole lot more interesting. Shaw isn’t
prepared for the memories that come flooding back now…or the reignited spark between them that turns into a raging inferno. Still, this
gorgeous cowboy will do everything he can not to get burned a second time. Because Sunny never promised this visit was permanent and
Shaw has no intention of giving up the land he loves. Letting Sunny go again is certain to leave a Texas-sized mark on his soul—and a
permanent wall around his heart. Unless he can prove their small town holds the promise of the future they both always imagined.
Historical and Statistical Data as to Education in Texas, January 1, 1919-January 1, 1921 Feb 23 2022
The Stars At Knight Mar 15 2021 Mason Richardson is a 40-year-old oil and gas engineer whose life gets overturned when he meets a
billionaire with an unexpected secret in Vegas. After receiving a gift from the older oilman, Mason is thrust into a world where Texas folklore
and the idiosyncrasies of the Lone Star State's history unfold to reveal secret orders, mystical powers, and an unexpected destiny he never
chose. As he discovers his purpose, he navigates lawyers, the FBI, and the Ghost of a Headless Horseman killed by the Texas Rangers. A
contemporary urban fantasy novel, "The Stars At Knight" reads in a similar style to "The Dresden Files" series by Jim Butcher or "The Iron
Druid" series by Kevin Hearne. The "The Stars At Knight" is the first of a 5 books series.

Gone to Texas Sep 28 2019 Enid E. Haag Author of From Europe to Texas and Peggys Wartime Memories In April 1906, ten-year-old Emma
finds herself thrust into the reality of a terrible natural disaster, the great San Francisco earthquake. Alone and frightened, a Good Samaritan,
opera singer Enrico Caruso, takes her under his wing. After a disheartening search for her mom, dad, and older brother, shes reunited with her
uncle in New Mexico. Traumatized and plagued by panic attacks following the earthquake, Emma slowly recovers with the love of her
Spanish Converso aunt and German uncle. Misadventures abound as fear grips her during sandstorms or shaking of buildings. Her persistent
conviction that Papa will return keeps her spirits positive. A court order catapults a more grown up Emma into living in Texas with a resentful
aunt, disinterested uncle, and a bullying cousin. Family secrets, plus cultural and religious prejudices, hinder any harmony that might develop.
Only her grandmother welcomes her into the traditional German family in New Braunfels, Texas. When an invitation arrives from Caruso to
attend one of his concerts in Corsicana, Texas, Emma learns some of the familys secrets, giving her deeper insight into the various family
disputes. She never loses hope she will be reunited with her Papa.
Back in the Game Jan 13 2021 New York Times bestselling author Lori Wilde welcomes you to Stardust, Texas . . . where dreams come true
and love is always right around the corner Wanted: ghostwriter. Must be female, a baseball fan, and have a great pair of legs. Ex-pitcher
Rowdy Blanton never saw a woman he couldn't conquer or a team he couldn't beat. And now that he's off the field he's ready to tell all about
when he played the field. So he chooses Breeanne Carlyle to do the job—she's got the requirements, but more important, there's something
about her that makes him want to be a better man. Convinced there's more to Rowdy than a good fastball, a wicked smile, and a tight pair of
pants, Breeanne can't help but be tempted. After all, it's boring always being the good girl, and Rowdy dares her to be just a little bad. The
stakes are high, but win or lose, this time Breeanne's breaking all the rules playing the game of love.
Saving the Sheriff Aug 20 2021 There's a storm brewing... The day his wife died, Sheriff Cash Hill discovered she was leaving him for
another man, one she'd loved since before their marriage. How could the single dad ever trust another woman again? But when Georgia's best
friend, Holly, comes back to town, something about Holly's sweet, sassy vulnerability has his protective instincts kicking in hard. Holly Jensen
left La Colina, Texas with regrets. She's returned home to work as the new large animal vet and to watch over her best friend's daughter. But
Holly's knowledge of Georgia's past could rip a family apart. And she's reluctant to go to the sexy…and single…sheriff, as he’s made it clear
he wants nothing to do with her. Both are faced with a choice…stay locked in the past or allow their reservations to be silenced by a passion
hotter than Texas summer nights. Can they learn to trust their own hearts and each other?
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